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bstract

The increasingly demanding requirements of a number of military applications mean that there is a need for more energy dense power
ources that is unlikely to be satisfied with conventional battery chemistries. A high temperature electrochemical power source employing
arbon as a fuel has been identified as a technology offering a step change in available energy density.

Direct carbon conversion is an approach being pursued by several groups in the US. This paper discusses the state-of-the-art in this

echnology, and describes work carried out at Dstl and St. Andrews University to establish a new carbon–air semi fuel cell concept. This forms
art of a four-year programme to develop a 50 W, 500 Wh demonstration unit.
rown Copyright © 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

High energy density power sources are required by a num-
er of branches of the UK armed forces, including special
orces in remote theatres of operations and future infantry
oldiers (to power electric and electronic war-fighting aids
nd unmanned micro-air vehicles). There is a demand
or both small, man-portable devices as well as larger
attery chargers, e.g. for forward support of batteries for the
OWMAN radio system. In addition, new low cost, high
erformance, thermal reserve batteries are also required for
hells, missiles, ejector seats and emergency power. In all of
hese applications, increasing the energy density of the power
ource will extend mission duration and enhance operational
ffectiveness.

Dstl has identified a high temperature electrochemical
ower source, operating on carbon as a fuel, which is capable

f meeting the requirements of these demanding applications.
t is applicable in two modes of operation: as a fuel cell, in
hich carbon is continuously supplied, or as a semi fuel cell,
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perating on a limited amount of resident carbon. Following
feasibility study at St. Andrews University, a 4-year pro-

ramme of work between St. Andrews and Dstl to develop
50 W, 500 Wh carbon–air semi fuel cell (CAFC) is under-
ay. A semi fuel cell forms the initial focus of this programme
ecause the technical hurdles required to achieve short-term
peration are less.

The research so far has been targeted at determining the
romise of a new concept and establishing the best elec-
rolyte choice for the 50 W unit. There are no weight tar-
ets for the first demonstrator, but the theoretical specific
nergy of the fuel, based on the free energy of carbon oxi-
ation, is 9100 Wh kg−1. For reasons that have been well
ocumented [1], the efficiency of the cells and utilisation
f the carbon, can be very high in direct carbon–air tech-
ology. This leads to the conclusion that a stack can be
uilt, which can achieve a maximum fuel only specific
nergy of 7200 Wh kg−1. The ultimate challenge will be
o engineer a system containing 30–40% of stored fuel for
device specific energy of around 2000–3000 Wh kg−1, a
actor of 6–8 better than the best in-service primary batter-
es, and 20–30 times higher than the BOWMAN lithium-ion
echargeable.

V. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
CAFC electrode reactions

Electrolyte Cathode reaction Anode reaction Overall reaction

Molten carbonate O2 + 2CO2 + 4e− → 2CO3
2− C + 2CO3

2− → 3CO2 + 4e− O2 + 2(CO2)cath + C → 3(CO2)an

M C + 4OH
S Sn + 2O

SnO2 +

2
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olten hydroxide O2 + 2H2O + 4e− → 4OH−
olid oxide O2 + 4e− → 2O2−

. Existing carbon–air technology

Efforts to develop an electrochemical power source that
an accept carbon directly as a fuel date back more than 100
ears, the electrochemical oxidation of carbon having been
tudied and patented by Edison in 1891 [2] and Jacques in
896 [3]. Early attempts failed to produce a practical device
wing to the poor power densities obtained and the fact that
on-volatile impurities in the carbon built up in the electrolyte
nd poisoned the cell. Today the technology is generally being
ursued as a fuel cell for stationary power generation, with
he intention of fuelling the cells with pure carbon obtained
rom the decomposition of hydrocarbons.

CAFCs employing three distinct electrolyte types have
een described in the literature. The electrolytes, together
ith the ideal electrode reactions employed are listed in
able 1.

A carbonate-based CAFC was described by Cooper et al.
4]. It uses a molten alkali metal carbonate eutectic mixture
s electrolyte and therefore operates at around 700 ◦C. A sec-
nd CAFC variant, utilising a molten hydroxide electrolyte,
as described in a patent by Pesavento [5]. The lower melt-

ng temperature of this electrolyte, together with good ionic
onductivity, results in a CAFC operating at only 450 ◦C. The
hird electrolyte type is a solid oxide electrolyte, such as that
escribed in a patent by Tao [6], and requires temperatures
round 700 ◦C or more. A tin intermediate is known to be
eature of this technology. Regardless of the electrolyte type,
he overall cell reaction is oxidation of carbon to give carbon
ioxide, a four-electron transfer.

The most important problems with both the hydroxide-
nd carbonate-based cells are corrosion of materials and
egradation of the electrolyte. However, these should not be
uch a problem if the device is run as a one-shot battery, where
he operational lifetime is short, hours rather than months, but
equires specialist materials for longer term usage.

The carbonate electrolyte has the advantage that issues
f electrolyte stability and compatibility with materials have
lready been solved, or partly solved, in molten carbon-
te fuel cell (MCFC) systems, minimising the number of
echnical hurdles required to develop a practical CAFC.
tandard MCFC materials, such as lithium aluminate elec-

rolyte matrices and lithiated nickel oxide cathode can be
sed. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is

eveloping this concept, having reported cell performances
lose to 100 mW cm−2 at 0.8 V [7] when operating on car-
on black fuels. Problems associated with the distribution of
lectrolyte have been solved in operating 60 cm2 cells with a
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− → 3CO2 + 4e− O2 + 2(H2O)cath + C → CO2 + 2(H2O)an
2− → SnO2 + 4e− O2 + C → CO2

C → Sn + CO2

ilted geometry. Furthermore, LLNL has made the useful step
f incorporating reactive carbons into a rigid block anode,
hilst maintaining good electrochemical properties.
The hydroxide electrolyte can be chosen from a range of

lkali metal and alkaline earth metal hydroxides. It is known
o be intrinsically unstable towards carbonate formation in the
resence of carbon dioxide reaction product, but reportedly
an be stabilised for thousands of hours by humidification
nd addition of acidic oxides [8]. The lower temperature of
peration of this electrolyte means that the range of materials
pplicable for the rest of the cell is widened. Scientific Appli-
ations and Research Associates has developed cells based on
his electrolyte through several prototype iterations, obtain-
ng a maximum of around 25 mW cm−2 at 0.5 V [8].

The oxide electrolyte has the advantage that it is a solid,
nd therefore easier to handle than the liquid electrolyte sys-
ems. The liquid carbonate and hydroxide electrolytes require
pecial measures to immobilise and manage them. The opti-
um distribution of electrolyte is assured if it is solid and the

lectrolyte can form a structural component of the cell. The
xide system is being developed by CellTech Power, a two
ell tubular cell stack having been demonstrated [9].

. System considerations

The CAFC is a high temperature device, in order to facil-
tate sufficient reactivity from the carbon and ionic conduc-
ivity from the electrolyte. The device must therefore carry a
yrotechnic compound that can be used to heat it up when first
ctivated. Minimising the weight demands that only enough
yrotechnic be carried to achieve one heating cycle, i.e. the
AFC will be a one shot device with no thermal cycling
llowed, the temperature to be maintained for the operating
uration.

Because the CAFC is a high temperature device, heat loss
s an issue. The desire to keep the device small means that the
mount of heat insulation will be limited. It is likely therefore
hat a device as small as 50 W will not be thermally self-
ustaining. However, the initial ambition is only to maintain
he temperature sufficiently high for up to ten hours of oper-
tion. Nevertheless, it will be important to recuperate waste
eat from the exhaust and pre-heat incoming air.

The main components of a carbonate-based system are

hown in Fig. 1. This consists of the stack, a heat exchanger
nd an air blower. The relative number of molecules of gases
n the process streams, per atom of carbon oxidised are also
hown in Fig. 1 and assume an air excess of two. Table 1
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Fig. 1. Carbonate based CAFC system.
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Fig. 2. Hydroxide based CAFC system.

ndicates that for each atom of carbon oxidised at the anode,
wo molecules of carbon dioxide are required at the cathode
nd three molecules of carbon dioxide are discharged at the
node. The anode exhaust must therefore be routed to the
athode to avoid carrying carbon dioxide as a cathode reac-
ant.

Similarly, the hydroxide system also requires a reactant
ther than oxygen at the cathode, namely steam. This is
egenerated in full at the anode, so that provided the cathode
s tolerant of carbon dioxide, routing the anode exhaust to
he cathode will provide steam in the stoichiometric amount.
owever, some water would need to be carried to provide

team in excess, which would be necessary to avoid Nernst
ffects. Minimising the amount of extra water carried will

ecessitate the recycling of water condensed from the cathode
xhaust. Therefore, a water pump and separator are additional
tems required in this system. It can be seen that this is now
significantly more complex system (see Fig. 2).

c
w
t
a

able 2
odelling of 50 W, 500 Wh CAFC systems

ystem Cathode excess Water required (g)

arbonate at 700 ◦C 2:1 (O2) 0
1.5:1 (CO2)

ydroxide at 450 ◦C 2:1 (O2) 103.4
1.5:1 (H2O)

xide at 750 ◦C 2:1 (O2) 0
Fig. 3. Oxide-based CAFC system.

The oxide system is potentially the simplest of all. The
lectrochemistry is such that only oxygen is required at the
athode and carbon at the anode so that no recycle loops
re required. Instead, the cathode and anode exhausts can be
ommoned for the purposes of heat exchange, and the system
hown in Fig. 3 obtained.

Table 2 contains the results of modelling the systems in
igs. 1–3. The intention of this modelling was to ascertain

he relative merits of the electrolyte choice from the point
f view of heat loss in the exhaust and the requirement to
arry additional reactants. Gross simplifications that were
ade concerning other aspects of the systems included an

sothermal stack, no heat losses elsewhere in the system, an
0% stack voltage efficiency, and 15 W parasitic power in
ir blower, sensors and controls. It was further assumed that
he systems are supplied with dry air at 20 ◦C. The perfor-

ance of the heat exchanger was assumed to be that recently
ublished for a unit at this scale [10].

It can be seen from Table 2 that the carbonate and
xide systems present similar thermal management prob-
ems, a consequence of the similar exhaust composition.
he hydroxide system produces a relatively cool exhaust,
ecause waste heat is locked up in the enthalpy of vapori-
ation of steam, owing to the fact that not all of the steam
an be condensed from the stack outlet. However, this steam
oss necessitates a reservoir of 103.4 g of water (c.f. the car-
on requirement of 89.3 g). The effective theoretical specific
nergy of the reactants is then only 4200 Wh kg−1. This
ould likely result in a system well below the target spe-

ific energy. Whilst additional heat exchange arrangements

ould be put in place to condense additional steam, this
ould make a complicated system even more complex. On

his basis, the hydroxide system is not favoured for portable
pplications.

Exhaust temp (◦C) Rate of exhaust heat loss (W)

184.7 10.1

39.8 8.4

198 10.9
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. St. Andrews/Dstl solid oxide CAFC concept

In order to gain experimental experience that will enable
n informed choice between the electrolyte systems, St.
ndrews University have operated cells of each type. On

he basis of this experience a cell concept has been proposed
n order to overcome the principal difficulties encountered.
his is effectively a combination of oxide and carbonate cells,
omprising a solid oxide electrolyte, and a liquid anode con-
isting of carbon particles dispersed in a secondary electrolyte
f molten carbonate. This system has the following advan-
ages:

. The oxidant gas stream remains undiluted since the
cathode reaction only involves oxygen, increasing the
available cell potential. For example, the cell would
theoretically develop 36 mV higher open circuit potential
than the system depicted in Fig. 1, assuming ambient
pressure air feed. A slightly more compact design would
be possible by removal of the recycle loop necessary with
the carbonate system.

. The less complicated cathode reaction does not require
multiple species to come together for reaction at the
three-phase boundary. Therefore, there should be more
scope for rapid reaction kinetics than with hydroxide or
standard carbonate systems.

. A wider selection of materials is available. For example,
the cathode does not need to be resistant to corrosion
by the carbonate melt, as it is never exposed to that
environment. Furthermore, other carbonate mixtures,
which would be excluded from the standard MCFC cell,

owing to their severe dissolution of the cathode, are
applicable in the CAFC.

. Electrolyte management is made much easier. There is
no need to meticulously maintain electrolyte levels as

a
a

w

Fig. 4. Experimenta
Fig. 5. Impedance data from the oxide system.

the cathode can never be swamped by, or starved of,
carbonate.

. Cell testing

The concept described above was evaluated in several
ell configurations. An early set-up is shown in Fig. 4.
his cell utilised a platinum paste cathode applied to the

nside surface of an yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) tube,
lthough any suitable solid oxide electrolyte can serve,
ncluding lanthanum–strontium, gallium–magnesium oxide
r, ceria–gadolinia. The cathode was 35 cm2 in area. The tube
as immersed in the molten carbonate, contained in a nickel
ody, and in which super S carbon black was dispersed in
n 8:1 molar ratio. The anode consisted of a nominally 1 cm2

esh of nickel, the standard anode material for MCFCs, with

gold current collecting wire. This arrangement was chosen
s the mesh allows free circulation of the carbonate.

Fig. 5 gives impedance spectra obtained with this cell as it
as heated to 665 ◦C. The spectra are clearly diffusion domi-

l cell set-up.
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less favourable electrochemical properties. Ceria appeared to
be stable in both of the eutectics. However, although no obvi-
ous structural change was observed from the XRD results,
Fig. 6. Potentiostatic polarisation of a solid oxide cell at 0.5 V.

ated, as would be expected with the anode slightly displaced
rom the solid electrolyte. The spectra show the expected
ecreasing cell resistance as the temperature increased.

Fig. 6 gives the results of potentiostatic tests at 500 mV,
btained at 665 and 700 ◦C. It can be seen that the current
ecayed slightly with time at 665 ◦C. This is probably due
o the build up of carbon dioxide bubbles, since the origi-
al performance could be restored with a little agitation. The
nstable current could also be a consequence of the distur-
ance caused by carbon dioxide bubbles being discharged
rom the anode. The current was more constant at 700 ◦C
nd the instability less. This may be a result of the bubble
isturbance being less because of the lower carbonate vis-
osity at this temperature.

The current obtained was relatively modest, around 22 mA
t 0.5 V, equating to around 10 mW, and an area specific resis-
ance of around 17 � cm2. About 4 � cm2 can be ascribed
o the electrolyte, with the remainder due to electrode per-
ormance. The zirconia electrolyte is resistive because a
elatively thick electrolyte layer was used. Thinner elec-
rolytes would reduce this resistance. Furthermore, there is
lear scope for optimisation of the other cell components, e.g.
mployment of standard solid oxide cathodes and develop-
ent of the anode electrochemistry. But overall the concept

ooks promising and the main technical hurdle of showing
viable solid electrolyte/liquid electrode concept has been

vercome.

. Materials stability

Molten alkali metal carbonates are very corrosive. Degra-
ation of cell performance as a result of unwanted corrosion
eactions is therefore an issue, even for the relatively short
uration of operation envisaged in the target applications.
or example, nickel is known to display some solubility in

hese systems [11] and this limits the life time of the cell. It
s therefore desirable to find other compatible materials.
It has been reported that, under reducing conditions, sil-
er shows no significant solubility in molten carbonate sys-
ems. Under aerobic conditions and with no reducing species
resent, we found that silver was slightly soluble (to ppm

F
c

ources 162 (2006) 750–756

evel) in the lithium potassium carbonate eutectic mixture.
his was determined by extracting small samples from the
arbonate, which had a silver wire immersed in it, dissolving
he sample in 10 wt% HCl, and determining the silver concen-
ration by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS). However,
n final weighing of the wire, the mass of the silver used was
ssentially unchanged. This was due to the formation of a
urface layer of oxide.

A similar procedure was used to establish the solubility of
steel tube. Visibly, however, it is apparent that the material
issolved considerably in a very short space of time (with a
oncomitant browning of the carbonate mix). It is reported
hat under reducing conditions the following stainless steels
re unaffected in the lithium/potassium carbonate mixture:
47, 310, 316, 321 and 304 [12]. Steels may therefore be
ore suitable on the anode side.
It was found that the standard YSZ electrolyte was not sta-

le in molten carbonate. Small sections cut from a YSZ tube
nd immersed in Li/K carbonate eutectic mixture at 700 ◦C,
rogressively absorbed lithium over a 10-day period, accord-
ng to analysis using an inductively coupled plasma mass
pectrometer (see Fig. 7). X-ray diffraction analysis indicated
onversion of the YSZ to lithium zirconate.

One obvious answer to the above problem is to switch to
n alternative solid oxide electrolyte. Many such materials
ave been reported in the literature, often motivated by the
esire to reduce the operating temperature of solid oxide fuel
ells. Fig. 8 shows the conductivity of a number of these, and
t can be seen that some exhibit better ionic conductivity than
SZ, and these are potential electrolytes for the CAFC.
A test programme is underway to ascertain suitable mate-

ials combinations. Test mixtures were heated to high tem-
erature for 24 h and the structural changes determined by
RD. The initial results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 indicates that YSZ is stable in the alternative

odium/potassium carbonate eutectic. This can be consid-
red as the secondary electrolyte at the expense of slightly
ig. 7. Concentration of Li ions absorbed by YSZ samples immersed in
arbonate at 700 ◦C.
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Fig. 8. Oxygen ion conductivity of YSZ and alt

Table 3
Results of heating various mixtures for 24 h

Mixture Temperature Change

CeO2 + Li2CO3/K2CO3 700 No change
CeO2 + Na2CO3/K2CO3 750 No change
YSZ + Li2CO3/K2CO3 700 Lithium

zirconate
YSZ + Na2CO3/K2CO3 750 No change
NiO + CeO2 800 (Oxidising conditions) No change
N
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iO + CeO2 800 (Reducing conditions) Ni + CeO2

t is reported that the exposure of ceria to molten carbonate
auses species, such as Ce11O20 and Ce6O11 to be formed
11].

. Summary and future work

The combined oxide/carbonate carbon–air concept has
een shown to hold promise, having achieved 10 mW cm−2

rom unoptimised cells, and stable operation over the ten
ours required. It is planned to develop this concept further
y:

Examining alternative solid oxide electrolytes that may
offer better ionic conductivity and compatibility with
lithium-containing molten carbonates.
Developing the anode further by employing alternative
carbonate or molten oxide formulations that may offer
improved electrochemical properties and/or better wetting
behaviour with the carbon.
Optimising the cell to obtain the maximum in power den-
sity.
The cells will then be assembled into stacks and tested
or performance and durability, normally and in the pres-
nce of battlefield contaminants in the air stream. The fuse

[

[

[

ernative electrolytes under air [13–15].

nd pyrotechnic will then be specified along with the insu-
ation and heat exchanger needed to ensure close thermal

anagement. A 50 W system will then be assembled and
ested.
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